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2ABSTRACT OF THESIS
The study tries to find out ways and means to effect
channels of communication in schools as perceived by principals.
The Delphi Technique was employed using three rounds of questionnaires
which required specific answers from a panel of respondents. The
questionnaire participants were a sample of 82 principals of local
aided secondary schools.
In this study, communication in schools is divided into
five parts:
Between A. Management Committee and Staff
B. School (Principal and Faculty) and Students
C. Principal and Teaching Staff
D. School and Parents
E. School and Community
A list of itemized suggested ways and means for each of the five parts
was prepared by the investigator from literature search and personal
experience. These items formed the main inputs of the first Delphi
Questionnaire which was then mailed to a panel of respondents.
Responses to Questionnaire I were analysed and items were revised
accordingly to form Questionnaire II. This second Delphi Questionnaire
together with the statistical summary and the comments and remarks
given in Round I were sent to the original group of respondents.
Likewise, the same steps were repeated in the third round. After
three rounds 'consensus' opinionwas obtained from the respondents.
The mode answer 55% was taken as consensus.
36 7 items were identified as important , desirable and
feasible ways and means . T hey were further labelled as useful and
applicablein the initial stage of developmentof a school ( I . S . ) ,
in day - to - day work ( D . W . ) and after a schoolis fully developed
( A . F . ) . T hese items were presentedin the form of a chart .
A nother 3 3 item were also identified. H owever they were
regarded as neither important, desirable nor feasible . Y et some of
these items may be useful ways and means to effect channels of
communicationin schools . A ll the items in this category were also
presentedin the form of a chart .
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In the history of education in Hong Kong, two events can be
said to have far-reaching consequences. They are:
(1) the strike of the Certificated Masters/Mistresses
in 1973
(2) the closure of the Precious Blood Golden Jubilee
Secondary School in 1978
In the Report of the Special Commission on Certificated
Masters headed by T.K. Ann (1973), one of the terms of reference is
to examine the underlying causes of the dispute which has
arisen between the Certificated Masters in government and aided
schools and the government, including the adequacy of existing
channels of communication,...........
One of the findings is that
inadequate channels of communication
existed between employers and employees and entirely inadequate
communication between the School Management Committees and the
Education Department. Members of this Special Commission
are of the view that the biggest single cause of the dispute
was a lack of communication.......... at all levels.
They make recommendations, amongst other things, on the improvement
of communication among teachers, Principals and School Management
Committees, among Supervisors, and between the Supervisors and the
.Education DeDartment.
2In the Final Report of the Committee of Inquiry into the
Precious Blood Golden Jubilee Secondary School, the Chairman of the
Committee, Rayson Huang (1978) made the following observation:
"The disclosure of financial mismanagement in the school led
to a series of ill-advised and misguided actions and reactions.
The situation, aggravated by ineffective communication, was
unfortunately allowed to deteriorate.........."
One half of the recommendations made in the Report were on communica-
tions between teaching staff, school management, and Education
Department
In response to the recommendations made in the T.K. Ann
and R.Huang Reports, the Education Department has taken the following
measures as channels of communications in addition to the already
Pxistinn nnes
(1) make all aided schools set up a Teaching Staff-
Management Consultative Committee or a committee of similar nature
(2) hold regular consultative meetings between teacher
representatives and education officers
(3) Saturday morning is allotted for the district
education officers to interview teachers who may have problems and
questions to raise
(4) hold regular seminars for heads of schools.
It is obvious that the Education Department has acted on the recom-
mendations to improve the channels of communication between various
parties.
During the events culminating in the closure of the Precious
Blood Golden Jubilee Secondary School, one allegation was that the
3authoritarian structure of the school barred communication between
the teaching staff and the Principal , and between the students and
the Principal. Such a case is not confinedto the local scene . In
England, as pointed out by Peters ( 1976 ) , the suggestionthat many
school problems were connected with the anachronistic authoritarian
authority structure of the schools themselveswas widespread. How -
ever , he maintainedthat this suggestionwas a controversialone .
Hinton ( 1977 ) maintainedthat for the full development
of its students, the school should be a living , loving and caring
community . In building such a community , effective communication
forms an integral part of the process. Lipham and Hoeh Jr . ( 1974 )
listed out five functions of the principalship. Three of them , staff
personnel , student personnel and school - community relationshipsare
aspects related to communicationproblems faced by education adminis -
trators .
F . J . Goodwin( 1968 ) suggestedthat the art of the headmaster
centres round the problems of leadership and discipline , organi -
zation and administration, and perhaps above all , personal re -
lationships .
G . Bernbaum( 1973 ) found that out of 315 headmastersof grammar,
secondary modern and comprehensiveschools , 292 indicated that one of
the attributes they would like their successor to possess was
to be skilled in public relations .
Good personal relationships and skill in public relations
are related to communicationin the sense that they can be employed
by educationaladministratorsas ways or means to effect channels of
4communication. The questions in the investigator's mind are:
(1) What are the ways or means to achieve successful
communi cati on?
(2) How can they be indentified?
2. Purpose of Study
Communication has relation to administrative efficiency and
cannot be divorced from the study and practice of organizational
administration. Getzels, Lipham and Campbell (1968) claimed that
there are 3 possible possible positions regarding the study and prac-
tice of administration: the trait point of view (administration
conceived of as an uncodi fi ed art)' the technology point 'of view
(administration conceived of as a matter of applying appropriate
techniques to solution of relevant practical problems) and the
concept-centred position. They insisted that theories were indis-
pensable for the administrator because theory has taxonomic, explana-
tory and heuristic functions, serving as a tool, providing guidance
for practice and research alike.
There are different expectations and aspirations in relation
to the role and the competance of the school head. The theories,
constructs, models, and the research findings of the behavioral and
administrative sciences provide the school principal with concepts.
As Dewey (1929) commented, theory is in the end the most practical
of all things. Yet the theoretical-pratical relationship is not
dichotomous but should be considered as something of a continuum.
5Generally speaking, experience as a teacher over a period
of many years and continued reflection and study on educational matters,
even at a relatively casual level, lead to greater knowledge than the
immediate experience of an intensive course of study in up-to-the-
minute educational theory. Therefore in Hong Kong, principals are
chosen from qualified experienced teachers. The principal on the job
inevitably moves back and forth between theory and practice in resolving
issues and making decisions.
There are many aspects in the study of organizations and
administration. Schools are a kind of organization. Successful com-
munication to the staff, the students, the parents and the community
will facilitate effective and efficient school administration. Princi-
pals are at the grassroot level in educational administrations in schools.
They are in the most suitable position to give opinions on the issue of
communication in schools.
The present study does not intend to formulate any theory
but endeavours to find out, using the Delphi Technique, ways and means
to effect channels of communication in schools. It is hoped that through
this study the awareness of the school heads on the problem of communi-
cation can be aroused. At the same time by pooling together the ex-
perience and expertise of local secondary school principals a 'consensus'
on how to communicate successfully can be reached. It is hoped that
the findings of this study will throw light on the present practice in
schools. A systemic study of what local secondary school principals
regard as useful ways of effecting channels of communication will also
be valuable to educational administrators who will find the conclusions
applicable also to the wider context in which they are working.
6CHAPTER TWO
REVIEW OF RELATED LITERATURE
1 . Organization, administrationand role of heads in relation to
rnmmiinirati nn
In order to put communicationinto the right perspective,
it is perhaps better to look at the connection between organizational
theory and administration. The study of organizationsi the study
of co - operative systems of human activities . Administrationand
organizationaltheory are related . It is difficult to develop adminis -
trative concepts and strategies without taking into account certain
basic assumptionsabout the make - up of organizations. There are three
general approaches to organizational analysis : structural , motivational
and decision - making . Structural approaches , emphasizingthe hierarchial
structure, may be traced to the writingsof Taylor ( 1911 ) , Weber ( 1946 ) ,
Pareto ( 1949 ) , and Worthy ( 1950 ) . Motivationalapproachesstress human
relations , leadershipand group dynamicsas shown by Landsberger( 1958 ) ,
Gibb ( 1954 ) , and Cartwrightand Zander ( 1960 ) . Decision- making
approaches stress both human variables and technology , as described
in the writingsof Simon ( 1952 , 1960 ) , and Wilson ( 1961 ) and Boulding
( 1962) .
In the structure approach the major generalizationsare :
( a ) staff authority is subordinatedo line authority
( b ) organizationalu its are headed by managersand
not by experts
7(c) organizations have one and only one ultimate centre
of authority.
An important factor in the ability of an organization to achieve its
goals is its authority structure. Etzioni (1959) found the relation-
ship of staff and line authority an affirmative one in private
business but negative in professional organizations (including schools),
where the major (line) goal activity was carried out by experts with
managers (executives) functioning to serve the major goal activities.
Professional organizations were either service institutions to pro-
fessionals who are not an integral part of the organization, or ser-
vice organizations in which professionals function with a high degree
of self-determination.
Hughes (1972) applied the professional-as-administrator
construct to the role of the secondary school head'who was regarded
as the chief executive (CE role) of a professionally staffed organi-
zational as well as the leading professional (LP role) of that
organization. He further formulated from his findings that
"the occupant of an executive position, who is granted little
authority and recognition by his supervisors, tend to behave
in relation to his subordinates in a cautious and defensive
manner, which exposes him to as little risk as possible.
Conversely the executive who is granted an appreciable measure
of autonomy and recognition.......... is more likely,..........
both to adopt a positive approach himself and to encourage
others to become involved on executive functions." (1973, 1975).
He admitted that the head's social interaction witn szarr, zne
school's relationship with parents, and the issues of pupil and staff
participation were areas of potential difficulty for heads. Whether
these areas have anything to do with the channels of communication in
school is a question relevant to this study.
8Motivational approaches encompass many kinds of research .
The Hawthorne Research , a series of experimentsconducted at the
HawthorneWorks of the WesternElectricCompanyin U . S . A . in the
1920 ' s and 1930 ' s was a pioneeringstudy . Subsequenthuman - relations
research tended to emphasize the individual attitudinal variables .
Bennis ( 1959 ) assured that man could be motivatedto work more pro -
ductively by fulfilling certain of his socio - psychologicalneeds .
Likert ( 1961 ) pointed out that the Michigan Studies concernedpri -
marily with group behaviour have contributeda good deal more about
moral , participation, and job satisfaction. Communicationin down -
ward , upward and lateral directions were also considered.
Halpin made use of the Leader Behaviour Description
Questionnaire( LBDQ in short ) devised by Hemphill and Coons in 1950
to measurebehaviourand leadershipdeology( 1952 , 1955 , 1956 ) . He
and Croft constructed the OrganizationalClimate Description Question -
naire ( OCDQ in short ) that permittedthem to portray the organiza -
tional climate of a school . By comparingthe profiles of different
schools , the distinguishingfeature of their organizationalclimates
can be spotted . The six climates identifiedwere : the Open , the
Autonomous, the Controlled, the Familiar , the Paternal , and the Closed .
This OCDQ provides instrument for many educational administration
research.
Peters ( 1976 ) commentedthat the head should invite staff
participation, consult with and listen to his staff , if it is taken
to mean that he should apprise himself of their opinions and points
of view , seek informationfrom them and draw whatever expertise they
9as individuals have , without thereby relinquishing his responsibility
to make the final decisions.
On the issue of staff participationi decision - making
process , Watts ( 1976 ) indicated that teachers and students in a school
with a participatoryapproach enjoyed an increase in dignity which
resulted from their sense of determining, to a large extent , the con -
ditions under which they work and grow . Participationi decision -
making process cannot be achieved without communication. Watts
further commented,
conflict between head and staff is normal and obvious : even
under a liberal headship they advise and consent , while he
consults and decides .
Yet with head and staff agreed on basics , any conflicts could be
solved by open discussionwith reference to them . The model proposed
by Watts( 1976 ) was :
Conflict - compromise- consensus - commitment.
Nevertheless, what kind of channel of communicationwas adopted in
nrP r to achieve compromiseand consensuswas not discussedin detail .
Conway ( 1978 ) found that English teachers did perceive
themselves participatingin most decision areas . The study also
found the indication that competencewas a criterion for status
position , leading to involvement. The findings also lent credence
to the belief that English heads controlled those areas of power
where tangible rewards and punishments were evident but supported
participatorymanagementin such other areas as teachers did not
desire involvement or in those which carried minimal expenditure of
10
organizational resources.
Hobbs, Kleinberg and Martin (1979) found that there was
widespread support amongst primary school teachers and head teachers
in Scotland for the idea of consultation on decision making. Most
teachers wanted more involvement in decision making than they felt
they already had and also wanted to be consulted more than many heads
would allow.
R. Barrow (1976) admitted that though schools needed proper
administration, it did not follow that the role of the head should be
defined in terms of administration only. The head should have in
running a school competence in respect of selecting educational
objectives, deciding priorities and determining policy. This philo-
sophic competence was characterised in terms of such formal require-
ments as consistency, coherence, concern for good reason, and im-
partiality. Coupled with this competence, the other important facets
of the role of the head were the ability to form good personal relation-
ships (with staff and/or pupils), management and/or administrative
skills, the ability to act as a good chairman or chief executive, the
ability to delegate, skill in the field of public relations, pedagogic
skills, the exercise of moral leadership, and the possession of
charisma. However, Barrow maintained that these qualities were not
necessary to the role of head though they "serve as oil" to ensure the
smooth running of human relationship in general.
"A head's responsibility for the overall direction of the school
will involve the need for him to take care of and see to the
business of public relations."
Many of the facets of the competence listed by Barrow are related to
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the school head ' s skill in communication.
Colgate ( 1976 ) expected to find the following amongst the
head ' s top priorities: care for the staff , machineryfor consultation,
economicuse of time , the curriculum, pastoral care for pupils , com -
municationwithin the school , and consultationwith pupils . More than
half of them were connected with communication.
On consultation, Peters ( 1966 ) stated ,
But the terms on which others are being consulted should be
madeclear . . . . . . . . . . Is this a situationwherea meetingis
summoned so that the headmastermay seek advice which perhaps
he will not take ? Or is it a meetingat which what is decided
is going to be done ? Rationalityrequires not a haphazardsum -
moning of retainers for ' advice and consent ' but a structured
situation in which people know where they stand .
Colgate ( 1976 ) suggested that the machinery of consultationrequired
some form of committee structure which might be a hierarchicalone
in the form of pyramids or one of federal decentralisationin the
form of circles . He advised that the head had to decide whom he told
what and some form of staff news sheet would appear to be the most
effective solution . He further commented,
useful though it is , the platform during morning assembly is
not the best and not even the desirable place for communicating
to the school because it means a monologueto and not a dialogue
with pupils .
He believed that consultationthrough some form of school council
provides a safety valve for the steam which might otherwise find
its outlet in demand for pupil power .
Coming back to the local scene , communicationbetween
various parties in schools have been topics of discussion on several
occasions . On the subject of the improvementof communicationamong
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teachers , Principalsand School ManagementCommittees, the T . K . Ann
Report ( 1973 ) recommended:
a ) that Principals hold regular meeting with their
staff
b ) that a seat on the School ManagementCommitteebe
reserved for a representativeof the teachers , to be elected from
among their membersto serve a non - renewableterm of two to three
years.
The second point was taken up in 1979 by the EducationDepartmentand
incorporatedinto the Code of Aid for Secondary Schools that
the Supervisor of an aided school shall be responsiblefor
making arrangements satisfactorily to the Director of Education
for consultationbetween the ManagementCommittee and the teach -
ing staff .
On the same issue of communications, the R . Huang Report
on the Precious Blood Golden Jubilee SecondarySchool ( 1979 ) recom -
mended the Education Department to review and improve upon existing
channels of communication:
a ) between teaching staff and school management
b ) between teaching staff and Education Departmentand
c ) between heads of schools and the Department.
The Committeefelt that there would be improved channels for teachers '
view to be communicatedto school managementcommittees. With the
view that parents also contribute to the successful and harmonious
operation of a school , the establishmentof Parent - Teacher Associations
in schools was also recommendedso that parents may have more contacts
with teachers and school management.
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The iead of Parent - Teacher Associationwas also brought up
in the Seminar for Heads of SecondarySchools sponsoredby the Educa -
ion Departmentin December, 1978 . Brimer in his report speech on
the summing up pointed out that communicationwith parents in an or -
ganised way was desirable . Also , in the group discussionsin this
seminar , channels of communicationi schools and their practicability
were also touchedon .
In schools, there should be a two - way processof communi-
cation between the School ManagementCommittee and staff and between
the principal and teachers . At the same time , communicationwith
parents , students and communityshould not be neglected .
2 . Delphi Technique
One technique that is commonly employed in foreign countries
in forecastingthe future but seldom used locally is the Delphi Fore -
casting . With modificationsto the basic design , this Delphi Technique
is recently employed as a group of related proceduresfor eliciting
and refining the opinionsof a group of people .
This techniquewas developedin the early 1950 ' s by Olaf
Helmer and his colleagues at the Rand Corporationto obtain group
opinion in order to establish a chronologyof scientific and tech -
nologicalevents and to judge when : ' . the events might occur through the
speculationf several experts . As Helmer put it ,
The Delphi Technique is a carefully designed program of sequen -
tial individual interrogations( usually best conducted by question -
naire ) interspersedwith informationand opinion feedback . Del Dhi
14
. . . . . . . . . . operateson the principlethat severalheadsare
better than one in - making subjective conjecturesabout the
future , and that experts. . . . . . . . . . will make conjecturesbased
upon rational judgement and share information rather than merely
guessing , and will separate hope from likelihood in the process .
Traditionally, the method for achieving consensus is round -
table discussionamong individualswho arrive at a group position . As
Cyphert and Grant ( 1971 ) have pointed out , this final position , usually
a compromise, might be derived under the undue influence of certain
psychologicalfactors such as specious persuasion by the group member
with the greatest supposed authority or even merely the loudest voice ,
an unwillingnessto abandon publicly expressed opinions , and the band -
wagon effect of majority opinion . With the Delphi Technique an attempt
is made to ovecomethese factors on the ground that it prevents pro -
fessional status and high position from forcing judgement in certain
direction as freauentlv occurs when panels of experts meet .
In the simplestform of Delphi Study , a group of experts in
a particular field is asked to respond individuallyto a question -
naire and to make independentjudgementsabout the assigned topic .
From analysis of the results of the first questionnaire, a second
questionnaireis developed . This second questionnairewhich may con -
tain both the items about which opinions are sought for and a statis -
tical summary of the distributionof responses to the first question -
naire is sent to the same panel of judges . Panel membersgiving
answers outside the interquartile range are asked to justify their
responses.
In the third round questionnaire, the previous responses are
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again summarized in statistical terms in addition, the full panel is
given short summaries of the reasons reported by those panel members
whose resposes differ from the majority opinion. As before the res-
pondents are invited to revise their responses. The exercise is re-
peated until consensus, usually defined as the median of the responses
to the final round, develops.
The technique relies on the strength of informed intuitive
judgement by a group of persons with acknowledged competence in the
field. Anonymity achieved through the use of questionnaires in which
specific responses are not later associated with individual members
of the group reduces undesirable aspects of group interaction. The
feedback of the statistical summary of previous round responses serves
to produce a more carefully considered group response and to hasten
the development of consensus.
More recently a number of modifications in the basic proce-
dure have been introduced. The technique has been applied in fore-
casting probe, strategy probe, preference probe and perceptions of a
current situation. Examples are the studies of Helmer (1966), Dalkey
(1967), Adelson (1967), Weaver (1971), Cyphert and Grant (1971), and
Fegley (1980).
Delphi is a quasi-scientific tool. There are drawbacks and
weaknesses. It employs collective opinion or subjective judgement as
basic inputs in lieu of quantifiable data. It was argued by Weaver
(1971) that
Delphi at present can render no rigorous distinction between
16
reasonablejudgement and mere guessing nor does it clearly dis -
tinguish priority and value statements from rational arguments ,
nor feelings of confidence and desirability from statements of
nrobability. "
H e however summed up that its more promising educationalapplication
would be
( a ) a method for studyingthe process of thinking about the
future ,
( b ) a pedagogicaltool or teaching tool which forces people to
think about the future in a more complex way than they ordinarily
would , and
( c ) a planningtool which may aid in probing priority held by
members and constituenciesof an organization .
T he study of W aldron( 1 9 7 1 ) lent supportto the belief that D elphi




1 . Design and Procedure
This study is in the form of a descriptivesurvey . The
investigatorwants to find out what the local principals think are
ways of effecting channels of communicationin schools . The Delphi
Techniqueis employedin order to solicit their opinions , .
In this study , communicationin schools is divided into
five parts :
Between A . ManagementCommitteeand Staff .
B . School ( Principaland Faculty ) and Students
C . Principal and Teaching Staff
D . School and Parents
E . School and Community
A list of itemized suggestedways and means for each of the five parts
was prepared by the investigator from literature search and personal
experience . These ways and means were revised when suggestionswere
received in the ' thesis proposal seminar ' for this study . After
revision , these items form the main inputs of the first Delphi Question -
naire which was then mailed to a panel of respondentsconsistingof a
sample of Drinci Dals of aided secondaryschools .
Responses to QuestionnaireI were analysed and items were
revised accordingly to form QuestionnaireII . This second Delphi
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Questionnaire together with the statistical summary and the comments
and remarks given in Round I were sent to the original group of res-
pondents. Likewise, the same steps were repeated in the third round.
It was planned to have three rounds of questionnaire because previous
studies using the same technique have indicated that three rounds
would be sufficient to get 'consensus' opinion from the respondents.

















FIGURE I FLOW-CHART OF THE'PROCEDURE
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2 . Variables
The variables of the Delphi Technique used in this study
fall into two areas : characteristicsof respondents( particpants
variables ) and the procedureitself ( proceduralvariables ) .
A . Participant Variables
a ) Respresentativenessof panel
A sufficient number of panel members to ensure the outcome
accurately represents thinking in the field .
b ) Appropriatenessand Competenceof panel
Each panel member should be competento render the judge -
ment required
c ) Commitmentof panel
Panel members will give carefully considered judgements to
repeated questionnaires.
d ) Independenceof responses
Responses will not be affected by statistical reporting
of other answers as they would by pressuresof a convened
group.
e ) Personalitydifferencesof panel
Individual dispositional differences should not affect
response patterns .
f ) Non - respondents
There should be no significant difference between res -
pondents and those who fail to complete and return the survey
instrument.
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B . P roceduralV ariables
a ) I nterval betweenrounds
T he amount of delay between interactionsdoes not affect
individualresponses. N o study has been made on the effect of
the interval between rounds on the responses.
b ) M ethod of reporting previous responses
T he way of stating the previous round opinions does not
affect subsequent responses .
c ) N umber of questionnaires
T he numberof round does not affect the result . A s
stated before previous studies have revealed that consensus
opinion would be reached after three rounds .
3 . T he instrument
T he instrumentis in the form of a questionnairewhich
requires specific responses. Q uestionnairesI , II and III and their
coresspondingcovering letters sent to the sample of principals in
each roundare shownin A ppendices2 , 4 , 6 and 1 , 3 , 5 res -
pectively.
F or questionnaireI , respondentswere asked to examine
the proposeditems of ways and means to effect channels of communi -
cation and to formulate additional proposals that they would like
to examinein the next round . T hey were also requestedto place
specificallyeach of them in one of the following catagories:
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( 1 ) Aa ( agreein all respects, i . e . important,
desirable, and feasible )
( 2 ) Ai ( agree, but not important)
Agree
( 3 ) Ad ( agree , but in some respectsnot desirable)
( 4 ) Af ( agree , but seeminglynot feasible)
( 5 ) E ( agree in principle, subjectto availabi-Explanation
Needed
lity of additional data or explanation)
( 6 ) M ( may agree , subjectto appropriatemodi -Modify
fication or amplification)
( 7 ) Di ( disagree, becauseit is not ` important)
( 8 ) Dd ( disagree, becauseit is not desirable)Disagree
( 9 ) Df ( disagree, becauseit is not feasible)
l 0 ) N ( no opinionbecausenot in respondent' sNo opinion
area of interest or competence)
Where there was substantialagreementthat an item was agreed on in
all respects or in any respect ( though neither important , desirable
nor feasible ) , it was retained . Where there was strong indication
that a proposedway or means should be rejected ( disagreed) , the
item was deleted from consideration. If the agreementwas far from
clear - cut , the item was either retained, reworded, modified, or
expanded by additional data .
For Round II , Round II , QuestionnaireII was accompanied
by a summaryof percentageof responsesto each item in Round II
together with the suggestionsor remarks given . Respondentswere
again asked to place the items , after having taken the summary into
consideration, in the same catagoriesadopted in Round I .
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In Round III, Questionnaire III contained only those items
which were neither clearly agreed on nor disagreed. Accompanying
Questionnaire III was the summary of the percentage of responses to
these items only, together with the reasons and remarks given on
these items in the previous Rounds. Respondents were requested to
place these items again, after having taken the summary and reasons
into consideration, in one of the following catagories:
(1) Aa (agree in all respects, i.e. important,
desirable, and feasible)
Ai (agree, but not important)(2)
Agree
Ad (agree, but in some respects not desirable)(3)
Af (agree, but seemingly not feasible)(4)
Dd (disagree, because it is not desirable)Disagree (5)
Df (disagree, because it is not feasible)(6)
N (no opinion because not in respondent'sNo opinion (7)
area of interest or competence)
4. Sampling
In Hong Kong schools of different levels (pre-primary,
primary, secondary and post-secondary) have different problems though
many of them are similar. The present study concentrates on aided
secondary schools. There are several reasons for this. There are
marked differences, as a whole in the facilities, administration and
even institutional goals between private independent schools and
schools in the public sector. In the,-public sector there are still
further differences between government schools and aided schools.
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Principals in governmentschools are civic servants . iney nave d
certain so - called ' rule - book ' to follow . They may act in a different
way from that of principalsof other types of school . Therefore the
the sample was from principals of local aided secondary schools .
Aided schools are those schools which receive government subvention
but run by sponsoringbodies other than the government.
QuestionnaireI was sent to all the members of the Subsi
dizes Secondary School Council ( including the Prevocationalschools ) ,
plus some principals of the Grant Schools Council and the Caput
Schools Council , who are at the same time members of the Association
of Secondary Schools . The covering letter provided the potential
participants with fairly complete information on the overall design
and procedureof the study . These principalswere free to return the
answers of - QuestionnaireI . The investigatorwould proceed to Round II
and Round Illwhen the return sample was large enough .
It was hoped that this way of samplingcoveredthe ( a )
representativenessand ( e ) personality differences of panel and
( f ) non - respondentsof the participantvariables . Principalsare
school administrators. They are in the most appropriate amd competent
position to give opinions on communicationin schools . Participant
variable ( b ) was covered . Since they were free to return the question-
naire , those who did send reply meant they agreed to participateand
commitmentwas implied . This dealt with participantvariable ( c ) .
Despite the fact that participantswere coded by the investigatorso
that the same panel of respondentscould be maintainedand traced
throughoutthe study , anonymity and strict confidencewere kept .
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Therefore independence of responses (participant variable (d)) was
effected.
5. Data Analysis
For each item the number of answer for each catagory was
expressed in terms of a percentage of the total number of partici-
pants who gave answer to that particular item. The tables giving
a summary of all the responses are shown in the following chapter.
These percentages would decide whether that item was agreed on and
retained or disagreed with and so rejected for the next round.
If the mode (i.e. answer with the highest percentage) was
equal to or greater than 55%, the answer was taken. Items with
percentage of responses falling into the following catagories would
be discarded after due consideration:
(a) the sub-total of percentage of disagreement
was the mode and at the same time-?: 55%.
(b) the sub-total of percentage of disagreement
was? 30% and exceeded that of Aa by more than
10%.
(c) the sub-total of percentage of agreement (i.e.
was 55% and could not exceed the sub-total of
I by more than 40%.percentage of disagreement
Item with percentages falling outside the above-mentioned
brackets would be retained, reworded, modified or expanded with




1 . T he P articipants( R espondents)
A . N umberof R eturns
Q uestionnaireI was mailed to ZI 3 principals. T hey
included all membersof the S ubsidizedS econdaryS chools C ouncil ,
and principals of grant schools and caput schools who at the same
time were membersof the A ssociationf H eads of S econdaryS chools .
T he figure was short of 2 4 4 becausenot all aided school principals
joined the A ssociationf H eads of S econdaryS chool . T he number
of returnsin each round is shownin T able 4 . 1 .
TABLE4 . 1 NO . OF RETURNS
N o . of Q uestionnaire N o . of R eturns
N o . of A ided S ent out
S econdary
R ound R ound
S chools
I II III I II III
2 4 4 2 1 3 8 2 8 2 8 2 7 2 7 6
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The study was explained to potential participants in the
covering letter only. More than 82 principals returned the completed
Questionnaire I. Some returns were discarded because some schools
did not fall into the right category in this study and some parti-
cipants were in the capacity of acting principals only. So the
number of returns was screened to 82. Their returns reflected
their interest in the study and hence willingness and commitment
in participation were implied. The author was grateful to some
principals who even included words of encouragement. Since
initially all the schools were coded it was possible to trace
these 82 participants. Questionnaire II and III refined from the
preceeding questionnaire were then sent to the same group of
participants.
It was noticed that 72 and 76 of the panel of participants
returned the completed Questionnaire in Round II and III respectively.
Contacts with the non-respondents were made by telephone calls.
It was found that two of them had left Hong Kong during the course
of the research. On the other hand Round II and Round III were
carried out at a time near the end of the school year when princi-
pals were busy with examinations, preparation for the next academic
year (such as recruitment of teachers, time-tabling and so on)
before the summer vacation began. A few of them stated clearly
that because of their heavy workload they could not answer the
questionnaire in Round III and Round III.
Despite the above, each item was considered individually,
regardless of the number of returns. The percentage was worked
out from the number of answer in each category divided by the
total number of answers given for the item in question. In actual
fact, not every participant gave answers to all the items. For
example, 77 out of 82 participants gave answers to Item No. B 6(d),
C 11, C 25, D 12(b) and E 6, and 72 to Item No. D 12(d). Because
of this reason, the slight decrease in the number of returns would
not greatly affect the results so long as each item was considered
+colf
B. Nature of the Sponsoring Body of Participating Schools
The schools can be divided into four categories according
to the nature of the sponsoring body:
i) Catholic,
ii) protestant,
iii) voluntary organization, and
iv) Buddhist, Taoist, Confucian or Islamic.
The number of schools in each category decreases in that order.
The breakdown of returns shown in Table 4.2 also matched this des-
cending order, with most schools in (i) and fewest schools in (iv).










C . Sex of Respondentsa d Types of Schools
Theseare shownin Table4 . 3 a and Table4 . 3 b .





TABLE4 . 3 b TYPESOF SCHOOLS
Boys Co- edGirls
462115No :
Sixty male and twenty two female principals returned QuestionnaireI
They were from 21 boys schools , 15 girls schools and - 46 co - educational
schools . The figures reveal that there are more male principals than
female ones and that there are more co - educationalschools than either
boys or girls schools . Whether the sex of the respondentshas any
effect on the results is outside the scope of this study . The effect
of the types of schools is not consideredeither .
D . Respondents' Experiencein the Principalship
The number of years in the principalshipof the participants
is showni Table4 . 4 .
TABLE 4 . 4 RESPONDENTS' NO . OF YEARS IN PRINCIPALSHIP
5 = 10 Years Over 10 Years1 - 4 Years
21 2239No.
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Whether there is any connection between participants' experience
and their perception of ways and means of effecting channels of
rnmmiunication in schools awaits further research.
2. Number of Rounds
Other studies using Delphi Procedure have indicated that
usually 'consensus' is reached after three rounds. Of course it
depends on the definition of consensus. In most cases, the first
round consists of a brief and open-ended questionnaire. Specific
answers are only required in the second round onwards.
In the present study, Questionnaire I is not open-ended
but contains 'tailor-made' answers. In this way the procedure has
been cut short by one round. Therefore, it is quite reasonable to
assume that the 'consensus' is obtained after three rounds. The
mode answer 55% will be considered 'consensus'.
A. Round I
The summary of responses to Questionnaire I is shown in
Table 4.5. Most of the items were retained for further consi dera-
t'ion. They were retained because either
(agreed on in all respects) was the mode and
over 55% or
b) they were agreed on in any respect (though not
important,desirable nor feasible) and the sub-total percentage of
agreement (Aa+ Ai+ Ad+ Af) was over 55%.
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Some of the items that had been retained are reworded or
modified. They were modified for the next round according to the
suggestions given by the respondents. There were 21 items of this
kind, namely:
Items No. A 1, 5, 8
B 2, 11, 13
C 1, 5, 27, 29, 31(d), 33, 34, 38(e), 38(f)
D 1, 4, 5, 11
E 6, 15.
Ten items were discarded for further consideration. They
were: Item No.
(i) B 6- use of Public Address System
c) have students make all ammouncements
(ii) B 6- d) items which may be placed on the school's
daily bulletin will not be read over the P.A. system
(iii) C 11- Rule with an iron hand, in a manner not
to be questioned
(iv) C 19- Give personal favours to staff members
(v) C 37- Decision on the following to he'made by
Principal and senior staff after consultation with the staff:
k) appointment of teachers
(vi) C 37- 1) promotion of teachers
(vii) C 37- m) dismissal of teachers
(viii) D 9- A 'Hot-line' by which parents can contact
responsible members of school directly regarding school affairs
(ix) D 12- When handling complaints from parents:
d) get out from behind the desk
(x) E 14- Arrange for students to study and work
in factories, firms or community organizations during long vacations.
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After having taken the remarks given, these items were rejected
according to the criteria set in Data Analysis in Chapter Three.
For example, the mode for Item No. B 6c, C 11 and C 19 was dis-
agreement, with percentage of 64.20%, 85.71% and 56.4% respectively.
The percentages were well above 55% (catagory (a)). Another reason
for discarding Items No. 37(k), 37(1) and 37(m) was that legally
speaking, appointment, promotion and dismissal of teachers could
be made by the Management Committee of the School only. For Item
No. D 9, many respondents were of the opinion that every phone call
or line could reach the principal and so actually there was no
Hot-line'. For Item. E 14, it was noticed that there were regu-
lations governing school children working outside school.
The retained items, whether intact, reworded or modified
constituted Questionnaire II.
B. Round II
The summary of responses to Questionnaire II is shown in
Table 4. 6 a. All the items were retained. Most of them received a
sub-total percentage of agreement (i.e. Aa+ Ai+ Ad+ Af) over
90%. Items with the sub-total percentage of agreement below 70%
or with the percentage of Aa below 21% were taken out for further
consideration. They were Items No. A 1, A 3, A 9, B 7, C 37(j),
fl F_ fl 7_ F 6 and F 17_
These nine items, reworded'or modified if possible
according to the comments given, and two new items formulated
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from respondents' suggestions( I tems N o . A 1 1 and B 1 6 ) , made up the
questionnairefor R ound III . Q uestionnaireIII ( as shown in A ppendix
6 ) , together with a summaryof the responsesin Q uestionnaireII
and the remarks given either in Q uestionnaireI or Q uestionnaire
II ( as shownin T able 4 . 6 b ) on the above - mentionedine items were
sent to the same panel of participants. S uggestionsand comments
on certain items were taken into considerationwhen interpreting
the results .
C . R oundIII
T he summaryof responsesto Q uestionnaireIII is shown
in T able 4 . 7 . O n the whole there was substantialagreemento all
items . T here was an increaseacross the board in the sub - total of
percentageof agreement( i . e . A a + A i + A d + A f ) for eachitem .
T he two new items( I temsN o . A 1 1 and B 1 6 ) werealso agreedon .
A ll the suggestionand remarks given were taken into
considerationin the interpretationof results .
SUMMARYOF RESPONSESTO QUESTIONNAIREI
1. Nature of Sponsoring Body of School:





2. Types of School:
Summary P. 1




3. Sex of Respondents:
Ma1 e F ema1e
No. 60 22
4. Respondents' No. of Years in Principalship:
No.
1-4 Years 5-10 Years Over 10 Years
39 21 22











Comments or Remarks Given
As Ai AT Af
E M D,-I d Of
































































































































give out circularshandbook instead;
use a bulletin board for teaching staff
once or twice a year; who is going to pay?
Agree, if relevant to management; if promotion
not implied; Stress team work
Managers are busy people, therefore not feasible
To a certain degree only; too much is no good
Provided suggestions are good and appropriate;
explain when suggestions are not accepted
Has tried out but no use; Direct consultation






























SUMMARYOF RESPONSESTO QUESTIONNAIREI (continued) Summary P. 2











Coimients or remarks given






















































































































































































































































































































Need careful planning: What sort of help?
Is it the student union? Function of this
group?
Beware of abuse
Both teachers and student leaders can do
Can be in the form of morning assembly
No, unless political climate is safe; It
depends on the terms of reference of the
AssociationCouncil;
Form-room period should be occasional only
Not feasible- not easy to do so
With help from teachers concerned
SUMMARYOF RESPONSESTO QUESTIONNAIREI (continued) Summary P. 3








Comments or remarks given


































Time and space have to be considered
















































































































































































































































Doing it formally or overdoing it may embarass
some teachers
Not always feasible because of the 6-day cycle
Occasionally; When school not yet fully devei
loped
The how to make clear is important
Depends on staff attitude; The ideas should be
practical, with teachers' support
Invites trouble
Yes, constructively and tactfully
With their concern; Avoid imposing things
Yes, but maintain some flexibility
Undesirable- Principal should trust the staff
and staff members need a rest at times
SUMMARYOF RESPONSESTO QUESTIONNAIREI (continued) Summary P. 4
















































































































































































































































(d) 81 91.36 2.47 1.23 1. aa 96.30 3.70 0 0 1.23 0 1.23 0
When necessary or deserving; Provided these
are reasonable favours that will be given
to all members of staff if occasions arise
A good practice but not the main role of
Principal
But without sacrificing principles
Not when serious offense and mistakes made
or blunder coumitted
The responsibility still rests in the
Principal.
Handbook is dead work if the Principal does
not put it into practice
Depends on what are required
Aims of orientation should be clear
Effective when panel chairman is conscientious
Avoid frequent, long staff meeting; Not
become a routine
SUMMARYOF RESPONSESTO QUESTIONNAIREI (continued) Summary P. 5
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quite difficult unless deserving teachers
are rewarded in one way or another
Depends on space available; For teachershomeo 1 vQ(
T nf t c mawnr+- rnn n-f o imK 1-».»- +ha 1 i L
Should have several committees; committee
for consultation only; Should be the work
of Principal and senior staff
Disagree- Principal may have professional
information on different teachers not
awanlah1-¥r f n m' nv- r f tF P
Subject panel's proposal to be approved by
Principal
Standard way for all classes;




SUMMARYDF RFSPONSFSTO OUESTIONNAIREI (continued) Summary P. 6










































































































































































Sometimes in consultation with deputy
(Principal or department heads only;
V-Suoervisor and managers should decide
The problem of space and money




































































































Direct contact better; Hardly any response
Circulars to parents instead; Not much
effect, parents don't care
Yes. if oarents interested
Invite parents to school; Unless teachers'
workload reduces greatly; Home contacts by
phone not visit
Why not a phone callpersonal contact?
Nn Dnrpnt wnulH makp ikp nf it
No need, can have feedback at parents'day
SUMMARYOF RESPONSESTO QUESTIONNAIREI (continued) Summary P. 7
















Comments or remarks given





































































































D 14 82 65.85 6.10 8.54 2.44 82.93 1.22 4.88 3.66; 2.44 0 6.10 4.83
Any line can reach Principal as long as
i parents call; All telephone lines to
1 school are hot-1ine
Only if necessary
| Depends on parent's response;
Where one sits is not important.
Difficult to arranage suitable time of
meeting
In junior forms only





























































































Be selective (too many flag days); Unde¬
sirable, some students found stealing
from money collected
The problem of expense
SUMMARYOF RESPONSESTO QUESTIONNAIRE I (continued) Summary p.8








































































































































































E 19 80 |86.25 5.00 0 5.00 96.25 0 1.25 0 0 0 0 2.50
Must have teachers who volunteer first
Disheartening to pupils if not published
Too much work
Tried before but no good: Takes a lot
of preparation
Depends on what kind of data
Minor staff play an important role
What about finance7
Teachers have enough work to do, better
leave it to past students themselves
Though exists but very quiet and not
working well
TABLE 4.6 a SUMMARY OF RESPUNStb IU uutb i iuininmikl 11
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TABLE 4.6a* 'SUMMARY OF RESPONSES TO QUESTIONNA1Kt li kuonzinueu)
C. Way/Means of COmmuni cati on between rri nci pd l dl'u CaLIP I Icy a•
Percentage of ResponsesTotal NoItem
Sub-Disa4reeSub- Nof
-Agree= ME totalDfDdDiof totalAdAiAaResponseNo.
000001.39 1.395.56 97.222.784.1784.7272C 26
04.231.411.411.411.41 1.419.86 92.965.6361.97 15.4971C 27
1.391.39001.39004.17 97.2205.5687.5072C 28
0000001.392.7 98.612.782.7890.2872C 29




000002.78 1.395.56 95.838.33 12.5069.4472(d)
04.294.29002.86 7.145.71 31.4 85.7135.71 12.8670(e)
01.3901.3906.94 6.949.72 84.722.786.9465.2872(f)
0000002.781.39 97.224.17 072 91.67(g)
1.415.641.4104.231.41 2.8239.44 15.49 2.82 30.99 88.7371C 32
1.391.3901.39 0001.39 1.3 97.2280.56 13.8972C 33
1.39 01.39005.56 5.569.7 87.505.562.78C 34 72 69.44
1.3900001.39 90.28 2.78 5.562.782.7883.33C 35 72
1.392.781.391.3902.78 1.394.16 2.78 16.67 91.6772 68.06C 36
4.17 02.781.3901.394.17 91.66 09.2770.83C 37(a) 72 6.94
5.721.43 04.291.43 2.86 02.85 90.005.7170.00 11.4370(b)
1.37 2.74 5.48 0 5.48 009.59, 90.415.4873 5.4869.86(c)






































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































SUMMARYOF THE RESPONSESTO SOME OF THE ITEMS IN QUESTIONNAIRE II (These items will appear in Questionnaire III) Summary P. 1















A 1 Establish a newsletter
to all members of the
school corrcnunity
68 20.59 25.00 11.76 16.18 73.53 5.88 2.9- 2.94 5.88 7.53 16,18 1.47
1.Give out circulars
2.Not to all members of school
community
A 3 Managers hold periodic
luncheons with staff
72 15.28 25.00 8.33 23.61 72.22 1.39 2.78 8.33 4.17 8.33 20.83 2.78
l.Once or twice a year
2.Who is going to pay for them?
3.Managers cannot afford the time
A 9 Institute a 'Suggestion











1.Has tried out before but no use
2.Disregard anonymous suggestions
3.Direct consultation better
Further suggestions given: 1. Communication is always best if it is personal.
2. To provide teaching staff with opportunities to meet and discuss matters with the management.
B. WayMeans of Communication Between School (Principal and Faculty) and Students:
Establish 'daily bulletin1
system in which announce¬
ments are read in the
Form Roomperiod or the
1st period then posted
for that day
70 34.29 11.43 7.14 14.29 67.14 12.86 :4.29 5.71 5.71 10.00 21.42I 4.29
1.Waste of time
2.Not always possible
3.Can be in the form of morning
assembly
Further suggestions given: 1. Talk to school in assembly as often as possible
C. WayMeans of Communication Between Principal and Teaching Staff:
C 37 Decision on the following
to be made by Principal
isenior staff after consul-
.tation with staff:
j) allocation of fund
resources
70 40.00 8.57 11.43 8.57 68.57 4.29 j4.29I 8.57 10.00 2.86 21.43 1.43
l.It is dangerous to let staff
have right to decide how school
fund should be allocated.
2.Consult senior teachers only.
3.Supervisor managers should
decide.
SUMMARYOF THE RESPONSESTO SOMEOF THE ITEMS IN QUESTIONNAIREII (These items will appear in Questionnaire III) Summary P. 2
D. WayMeans of Communication Between School and Parents:
Item
No.











1 total N Comments or remarks given
D 6 Institute a suggestions
box
61
71 18.31 29.58 9.86 9.86 67.61 4.23 5.62' 8.45 8.45 2.82 19.72 2.82
1. It is better for parents tc
make a phone callpersonal
rnntart.
2. No parents would make use
of the box
D 7 Arrange parent-teacher-
student talent shows J 112.33: 24.66 10.96i |l9. 18 67.12' 6.85, 5.43| 2.74 6.65 8.22 17.51 2.74
E. WayMeans of Communication Between School and Community:
IE 6 A pocket-size calen-
1dar with school in-
! formation to out-sidersI
72 9.72 30.56 9.72 i qq.XJ.OJI 63. 35 5.56 2.78 20.83 1.39 2.78 25.00 2.76I
IE 17 Pub1ish a 'Year Book1 62
70 27.14 15.57 5.71 21.43 72.86 10.0C 10.00 1.4? 1.43 2.86 5.72 1.43
1. A reoort is sufficient
2. Not yearly
3. Financial nrnhlem
Please Note: For the rest of the Items there is 'consensus' (all of them above 70- and most of them above 90.)
that they are agreed on as ways or means to effect channel of communication in school. Therefore
these items are not included in Questionnaire III (tne firal round).
TARI F 4.7 SUMMARY OF RESPONSES TO QUESTIONNAIRE III

























































































C. WayMeans of Communication Between Principal and Teaching Staff:
C 3 7 (j) 75 41,33 6.67 21.33 8.00 77,33 1.33 14.67 2.67 1R 67 4.00


















































3. Limitations of the Study
a) The technique used in this study is a quasi-scientific tool.
As pointed out in the literature review, there are drawbacks and
weaknesses. The method employs collective opinion and subjective
judgment as basic inputs in lieu of quantifiable data. Hence it is
difficult to subject the results to rigorous statistical analysis.
b) Though all participants were considered equally competent in
their capacity as principals, their experience in the principal ship
might be varied. About half of them (39 out of 82) have 1-4 years
of experience. If most of them are more on the 1-year side, it is
reasonable to consider them as still relatively inexperienced. It
is outside the scope of the research to find out the connection
between principals' experience and their perception of ways of
effecting channels of communication in schools. The same situation
applies to the case of sex of respondents as well as from what type
of schools they come from.
c) Many of the perceived ways and means appear to be 'in principle
only. It means that the actual method or steps are yet to be found.
An example may illustrate this point. One of the perceived means
is: Principal to assist teachers by helping them build up a sense
of belonging. A reader may ask: How? So the practicable way has
not been explored thoroughly.
d) Communication should be a two-way process. This study aims
at soliciting opinion from principals only. Some of the identified






A. Items That Are Agreed On In All Respects
Items whose mode is Aa and 55% fit into this group.
Among the ways and means agreed on, there was much stress on
consultation between parties concerned. The climate in school
concerning communication tends to be a demoncratic one. This is
clearly amplified in that Item No. C 11- Rule with an iron hand
was overwhelmingly rejected. Prinicpals also seem not to favour
'favouritism' as reflected in their rejecting of Item No. C 19-
Give personal favours to staff members. Items No. C 9 to C 23 are
taken from the Leader Behaviour Description Questionnaire devised
by Hemphill and Coons (1950). Those items, which score positively
for good leadership are agreed on in all respects (except Item
No. C 19). This implies that qualities of good leadership are
useful in effecting channels of communication in schools especially
between the Principal and the teaching staff. Some items are
connected with skills in public relations. So principals should
not neglect this facet in their daily work. Certain suggestions
made in the Seminar for Heads of Secondary Schools organized by
the Education Department in 1978 are also considered to be ways of
effecting channels of communication. Seminars of similar nature
-should be held more often in future.
52
The investigator is of the idea that certain method
identified in this study can be used at the initial stage of the
development of a school some can be applied in the day-to-day
work and still some can be employed after the school is fully
developed. They are 'marked' with labels of I.s. (for initial
stage)D.W. (for day-to-day work) and A.F. (for after full
development) respectively. However, this is purely down on an
arbitrary basis based on the experience of the investigator only.
Educational administrators making use of these ways and means will
surely have their own points of view.
Items that are agreed on in all respects are taken out
and labelled individually. All together there are 67 items iden-
tified as ways and means to effect channels in communication in
schools in the five areas set up in the study. Figure 2 shows the





























A4:Giverecognitionandcommendationst anystaff for a iobwell done
A5:Managersappearin schooleventsandfunctions
A6:Showconcernoverthe personalwelfareof individualstaff members
A7:Putstaffs suggestionswhichare goodandappropriateinto operation
A3:Managersto understandtheneedsandwelfareof staff members
A9:Toprovideteachingstaff withopportunitiesto meetanddiscussmatters
withthemanagement
Bl: Provideafter schoolhelpfor studentsB2:Recognizeandcommendstudentcontributions
B3:Effectiveuseof BulletinBoards-asa meansof introducingreviewing
a specialtopic;asanincentiveto improve;for disseminationinforma¬






U: Developsystemsof pastoralcarefor pupilsAallocatesomeformof
counsellingrole to somemembersof staff, speciallytrained;andaddi¬tionalspacein whichthevcanwork
B8:Talkwithstudentsbeforeandorafter class
B9:Talkto the wholeschoolin assemblyasoftenaspossible
CI: DevelopAutilize a profile sheetasa personalrecordfor everyteacher
C2:Follow-upspecialeventswithshortnotesof congratulationsandor
appreciation
C3:Arrangefor teachers,byadjustingthe time-table,to tale in-service
coursesor to havefurtherstudies
C4:Encourageteachersto join professionalorganizations,uchasH. K.





iC9: Criticize poorworkperformancei a constructiveAtactful way
C10:Assinnstaff membersto particulartasks
£11:Workwitha planandgiveclear-cutdirectionsC12:Encourageth useof uniformprocedure
C13:Letstaff membersknow hatis expectedof themTT4:Seeto it that staff membersareworkingupto capacity
C15:Seeto it that theworkof staff membersis co-ordinated
C16:Findtimeto listen to staff member:
C17:Lookoutfor thepersonalwelfareof individualstaff members
C18:Wi11inqto makechanges













C27:Principalto assist teachersby- givingencouragement~guidancef
maintainingregularcontacts;ensuringpanelchairmanor seniorstaff
to helpteachersof their subjects;holdingregular(monthlybimonthly)
staff meetings;cultivatinga scholasticatmosphereinsidetheschool;
helpingteachersbuildupa senseof belongingC28:Joinstaff socialfunctionswhicharerecreational
C29:Setupcommittee(s)for timetablingfor subjects,teacherandextra¬
curricularactivities
C30:Principalto delegatesuchtasksheis notcompetentto performweTT]
withreferenceto theparticularability andskills of staff members
C3i:Carefor the staff- knowsomethingof their personalproblems,watch-
ingfor signsof strainanddoingsomethingaboutit
C3?:Decisionto bemadebyPrincipalandseniorstaff after consultation




organization(e.g. mixedability or streaming)
C33:Tocultivatea scholasticatmosphereinsidethe school-passoninfor¬
mationencouraget achersto takein-serviceor extra-muralcourses;
introducenewbooksto teachers;circulatenewspapercuttingsoneduca¬
tional issuesamongstteachers;invite gueststo givespecialtalks






















































































































B. Items That Are Agreed On But Not Important, Desirable Nor Feasible
All items besides those rejected and other than those in
Fiqure 2 fall into this category.
Certain principals have doublts on the function of the
'suggestion box', 'Students' Association/Council', 'Student-principal
advisory group' and 'Form teacher period'. Though quite a number
of principals agree that they can be ways and means to effect channels
of communication, many show reservation, being afraid of the conse-
quencies of those methods being abused. Some methods abe not feasi-
ble because of contraints and restraints in resources, space, time,
energy or finance, or the part of the school itself or the principal
himself.
Take for instance, Item No. A 3- Managers hold periodic
luncheons with staff is considered. In certain organizations, there
are only 5 or 6 managers who serve over fifty schools. I t will mean
great difficulty to the managers if they are to individually contact
or have luncheons with every member of all the schools. Very often
financial problem is the main obstacle in implementing some of the
methods of communication.
The items in this group are also marked with labels.
They are N.I. for not important, and N.P. for not desirable,
ens ibl e. Again the labelling is purely arbitrary.and N. F. for not feasible',
Readers may find some of them useful as ways and means to effect
channels of communication. Figure 3 is a chart showing the
summary of the identified items in this category.
FIGURE 3






















A 1: Manaaers hold Deriodic luncheons with staff
A 2: Institute a 'Suggestion Box' for teachers to Dut forward suggestions
B~I: Form a student-orfncipaTteacher advisorv arouD on student affairs
B 2: Encourage teachers to publish classroom 'newspaper' highlighting studenl
accomoli shments
B 3: Effective use of Bulletin Boards- as a decoration
B 4:Kssign a teacher in charge of the P.A. announcements
B 5: Establish 'daily bulletin' system in which announcements are made and
then nosted for that dav
B 6: Formation of Students' AssociationCounci1
B 7: 'Form teacher' periods in the time-table when form teacher and students
of his class can hold discussion
B 8: Princioal to know and attempt to know students bv name
B 9: Principal to personally write reportsrecommendations on pupils, with
help from teachers concerned
C 1: Recognize teachers by commendation letter for involvement in extra¬
curricular activities
C 2: Take up teaching periods whenever possible when teachers are absent
C 3: Princioal to assist teachers bv organizing courses or seminars in schoo'
C 4: Institute a staff commonroom where Principal and teachers can talk
freely over a cup of tea
C 5: Decision on the allocation of fundresources to be made by Principal anc
Fpninr affpr rnn:nl t i nn with
jC 6: To cultivate a scholastic atmosphere inside the School
-ask teachers to give report after attending in-service or extra-mural
courses
-hold regular seminarsrefresher courses related to teaching profession
-establish a special staff librarv
D 1: Pre-addressed cards with special columns for parents to give ideas or to
ask questions concerning school
D 2: A Docket-size calendar of school events to parents
D 3: A steady flow of information in the form of newsletter going home,
regarding special functions and interesting activities
D 4: Develop a system of home contacts
D 5: Institute a suggestion box for parents to give suggestions to Principal
D fi Arrange narent-tearher-student talpnt. show on snerial occasions
D 7: Set up a listener team among teachers to receive feedback from parents
D 8: Formation of a proDerlv managed Parent-teacher Association
15 9: When handling complaints from parents, use a specially designed sheet tc
evaluate thp achievement of the conference with the parent concerned
F lr News releases on school events
E 2: A committee to be set up and assigned the task of planning for school
involvement in communitv services
E 3: A leaflet or pocket-size calendar with general school information tc
outsiders
F 4: Publish a School Newspaper
E 5: Contribute regularly (weekly or monthly) news article, written b
students, in the local newspaper
E 6: Assist community groups- in renting school facilities and to provide
appropriate school data which are not confidential






































a. A list of effecting channels of communication in schools
has been identified. Though these ways are perceived by principals
of secondary schools, they can be useful and practicable in schools
of other levels. They should be intorduced and practised whenever
possible in all schools.
b. There is implication that qualities of leadership are useful
in effecting channels of communication. At the same time, a number
of items are connected with the improvement of human relationships
and public relations. Leadership qualities and skills in human
relationships and public relations form some of the ingredients of
a competent administrator as a whole. So the perceived ways and
means in this respect may be applied and carried out in institutions
other than schools.
c. Communication is a two-way process. This study focuses
on principals' view only. A similar and parallel study on teachers'
or parents', or students' or community people's opinion will provide
more information and make the research more comprehensive and complete.
d. The picture will be clearer if further research is done on
the effect of the history of establishment of a school as well as
the experience of a principal on the method and channels of communi-
cation in schools.
e. Likewise further research can be done on the more practicable
side of the ways of effecting channels of communication because some
of the means found out are 'in principle' only.
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Qatcm; nrnininnn cnmonf wmiv -i mnl iiaKI yj t i mo
rpadina t.hi; Iptfpi caumyLII n i c iici.
I am now collecting data for my M. A. (Ed.) thesi
entitled A Study of Ways and Means to Effect Channels of Communication
as Perceived by Local School Principals. It is hoped that through this
study by pooling together the experience and expertise of the secondary
school principals a 'consensus' on how to communicate successfully can b
reacneu.
The design of the study is such that principals
who kindly agree to participate will have to give answers to three round
of questionnaire in succession. The procedure can be outlined in the folI« n r a i+ In- v f-•
+ n rrr 3 i bLI I
i Injlwrif of Rocooocr
Questionnaire I is enclosed herewith for your reference and kind perusal.
Answers to Questionnaire I will be analysed and items will be revised
accordingly to form Questionnaire II. Participants again will receive
Questionnaire II together with the statistical summary of the round 1
answers. Participants whose answers are significantly different from thus
of the majority will be asked to give reasons for their responses to the
particular items. The reasons given will be reported to the participants
for consideration in answering the next Questionnaire (round III). These
steps will be repeated again for Questionnaire III. Of course anonymityJ— i.— 4- 4- U .-a a r 4 I I I»'
It is envisaged that the findings of the study wil
help principals a lot in school administration in general. It is intended
that participants will get a copy of the completed study. Whether this
study can be fruitful and useful depends largely on the participation of
all the fellow principals. Therefore I write to sincerely ask for your
neip.
Being in the post myself, I fully understand how
busy principals are. Nevertheless I urge you to spend some time in sharing
your ideas and especially your experience and expertise in school adminis¬
tration with other fellow principals. If you think it is worthwhile, please
kindly complete Questionnaire I and return it using the self-addressed
envelope. Since the study has to be completed in early duly, I should be
grateful if you could return the completed Questionnaire 1 as soon as.. J l -i._ j_ 4. 1.. j.„„ OT 4- k M•.. 1 OQ1
All data and information obtained will be kept in
strict confidence and destroyed after the study. If you have any querries
please do not hesitate to direct them to the undersigned at 3-7790671) 7 7 nn C 1 C 1) 7191 1£ h rm al n n w fi mo n r w a n i nn f f a iai i
Thank you very much for your kind attention. I look




Questionnair e _I Q.P.I
The following are some of the suggested means and ways to effect channels
of communication in schools. They are divided into five parts:
Between A. Management Committee of School and Staff
B. School (Principal and Faculty) and Students
C. Principal and Teaching Staff
D. School and Parents
E. School and Community
To each item you can indicate your answer (whether you consider it a way or means)
by a at the appropriate column according to the following code:
Agre





(agree, but not important)
I (agree, but in some respects not desirable)
: (agree, but seemingly not feasible)
(agree in principle, subject to availability
of additional data or explanation)
Explanation
Needed




f (7) D. (disagree, because it is not important)
(8) 0 (disagree, because it is not desirable)
V (9) Df (disagree, because it is not feasible)
(10) N (no opinion because not in respondent's
area of interest or competence)
You are free to supply further information, comments, and suggestions which
are most welcomed. Please use the back of the sheet if there is insufficient
space for you to formulate additional proposals.
Please supply the following information before you proceed to the main part
of the questionnaire:
Please Put a in the appropriate box
A. School Code








Buddhist Taoist Confucian Islamic
Voluntary Organization
Others. Please specify
C. Type of School
1• Q Boys only
2.f~1 Girls only
3.CJ Co-ed.
D. Information of Respondent
Sex l.dMale 2.™ Female
No. of years in the principalship
I.O 1-4 years
2.22 5- 10 years
3.: more than 10 years
A Rptwoon Mnnomonf C n mm t++ c r










Establish a newsletter faculty bulletin to all
members of the school community
Set up a consultative committee between staff
representatives and members of management
committee
Managers hold periodic luncheons with staff
Assign convenor(s) among staff for social
functions
Recognition and commendations must be
given to any staff member for a job
wel1 done
Managers appear in school events and
functions
Show concern over the personal welfare of
individual staff members
Put suggestions made by the staff
into operation
Institute a 'Suggestions Box'
Managers to understand the needs and
welfare of staff members
Suggestions Proposals:
6- School (Principal and faculty) and Students Q.P.3







1. Provide after school help for students
2. Form a student-principal-teacher advisory
group
3, Encourage teachers to publish classroom
'newspapers' highlighting student
accomplishments
4. Recognize and commend student contributions
5 Effective use of Bulletin Boards:
a) as a decoration
b) as a means of introducing reviewing a
special topic
c) as an incentive to improve
d) for disseminatinq information to students
e) as an opportunity for creativity and
self-expression
f) students' projects
g) display to be taken down as soon as
interest lapses
6. Use of Public Address System:
a) assign a teacher in charge of the
P.A. announcements
b) never use the P.A.system during
class time except for extreme
emergencies such as fire drills,
evacuations and the 1 ike
c) have students make all announcements
a; items which may be placed1on the
school's daily bulletin will not be
read over the P.A. system











Establish 'daily bulletin' system in which
announcements are read in the Form-room
period or the first period and then posted
for that day
Formation of Students' Association Counci
Orientation Day for new students
Provide counselling services for jobs an(
further studies
'Form teacher' periods in the time-tabl
when teachers and students can discuss
any topic
Principal to know and attempt to know
students by name
Principal to personally write reports
recommendations on pupils
Develop systems of pastoral care for
pupils and allocate some form of
counselling role to some members of
staff, specially trained; and additional
space in which they can work







)- iti 1 r TC
C. Principal and Teachina Staff Q.P.5








1 Develop and utilize a profile sheet for
every teacher
2 Follow-up special events with short notes
of congratulations andor appreciation,
with copies placed in the person's
permanent record file
3 Recognize teachers by commendation letter
for involvement in extra-curricular
activities
4 Arrange for teachers, by adjusting
the time-fable, to take in-service
courses or to have further studies
5 Take up teaching periods when teachers
are absent
6 Encourage teachers to join professional
organizations, such as Hong Kong Association
for Science Mathematics Education,
concerning their discipline
7 Principal to up-date his knowledge
8 Seek to establish good morale
C. Principal and Teachincj Staff f CnntinupH 1
0.P.6






A E M D.
Dd Df Remarks Comments
9 Make attitudes clear to the staff
10 Try out new ideas with the staff
11 Rule with an iron hand, in a manner not
to be questioned
12 Criticize poor work performance
13 Assign staff members to particular
tasks
14 Work with a plan and give clear-cut
directions
15 Encourage the use of uniform prodedure
16 Let staff members know what is expected
of them
17 See to it that staff members are working
up to capacity
18 See to it that the work of staff members
is co-ordinated
19 Give personal favours for staff members
20 Find time to listen to staff members
C. Principal and Teaching Staff( Continued) 0.P.7
I tern Means or way A
a
A.1 Ad Af
E M D.1 Dd
N Remarks Comments
21 Look out for the personal welfare of
individual staff members
22 Willing to make changes
23 Make staff members feel at ease when
talking with them
24 Encourage decisions and procedure that
are the direct result of interaction and
deliberation by the staff members
25 Let the staff members most directly
concerned determine what they would
do in given situations
26 Involve the staff in some discussions
by appointing ad-hoc committees and
groups -to study certain problems and
to report their findings
27 Distribute all written handbooks and
procedures to staff members and rely
on staff and standing comnittees to
implement them
28 Principal sets an example by the degree
of his own commitment
C. Principal and Teaching Staff( Continued) Q.P.8







29 Make sure that materials and supplies
required by teachers are readily
available for use
30 Orientation for new teachers
31 Principal to assist teachers by
a) giving encouragement and guidance
b) maintaining regular contacts
c) ensuring panel chairmen or senior
staff to help teachers of their
subjects
d) holding regular staff meetings
e) organizing courses seminars in
school
f) cultivating a scholastic atmosphere
inside the school
g) helping teachers build up a sense
of belonging
32 Institute a staff common room where
Principal and teachers can talk freely
over a cup of tea
33 Join staff social functions
34 Set up a committee for timetabling for subjects,
teachers and extra-curricular activities
35 Principal to delegate such tasks he is not
competent to perform well, with reference to the
particular competence and skills of staff members
P 3 n ri T cj n ra rt I r r r -f--! r i rl N)
11 en Means or wa
!
A A A A, E D D
»Ii
! n
36 Pastoral work amongst the staff-- know some¬
thing of their personal problems, watching for
signs of strain and doing something about it
3 Decision on the following to be made by
Principal and senior staff after consultation
with staff:
al which ;uhiert(s) a teacher will teach
b) which class(es) a teacher will take
c) no. of periods per cycleweek assigned
to each subiect
d) amount and freauencv of homework




hi niinil rewards and nunishment
i) class organization (e.g. mixed ability or
streamina)
i) allocation of fund resources
k) aooointment of teachers
1) promotion of teachers
m) dismissal of teachers
C, Principal and Teaching Staff( Continued) Q.P. 10




ri M D.1 Dd Df
N Remarks Comments
38 To cultivate a scholastic atmosphere inside
the school:
a) pass on information to and encourage
teachers to take in-service or extra-
-V
mural rnurcpc
b) ask teachers to give report after
attending such courses
c) introduce new books to teachers
d) circulate newspaper cuttings on educational
issues amnnnsf tearhpre
e) invite guest speakers to give special talks
f) hold regular seminarsrefresher courses
on teaching profession in school
q) establish a special staff librarv
Suggestions Proposals
Items of LBDQ
Suggestions made in the Seminar for Heads of Secondary Schools, 1978
It Man n c r n
I ——
Pre-addressed cards for parents to give
ideafs) or Questions rnnrprninn thp Qrhnn
A pocket-size calender of school event
to Darents
0
A steady flow of information in the form
of newsletter going home, regarding
special functions and interesting
artiuitiPQ
I
Keep a steady flow of information to
parents of the supportive services being
rorpi wpH hv cf nrlpntc
5 Develop a system of home contacts anc
hnmp vicrifc
t Institute a suaapstions box
7 Arrange parent-teacher-student talent
c hnuyc
8 Set a listeners' team among teachers
to receive feedback from oarents
c
A 'Hot-line' by which parents can contact
responsible members of school directly
regarding school affairs
D. School and Parents
O.P. 12
T f orr




E M D.1 Dd DfT
N Remarks Comments
in Phone calls to Darents
11 Formation of Parent-Teacher Association
12 When handling complaints from parents:
a) arrange for a conference over a
cup of tea
b) use a conference evaluation sheet
aft.pr rnnferenre
c) use warm and friendly greetings
but firm in decision
d) get out from behind the desk
i g
Orientation Day for parents of new
students
1 A Devise and utilize' student handbook'
Suggestions Proposals
E. School and Community op i 7









1 News releases on school events
2 A committee be set up and assigned the
task to plan for school involvement
in community services
3 Sending students to help in flag days
of charitable, voluntary organizations
4 Formation of social services groups
5 Invite community people to school as
guest speakers
6 A pocket-size calender
7 Publish a School Newspaper
8 Link with community people in career
activities
9 Co-operating with community groups in
certain campaigns such as 'Fight Crime',
'Clean Hong Kong', 'Anti-Drug', 'Make
Hong Kong Green', etc.
10 Contribute regularly (weekly or Monthly)
news article, written by students, in
the local newspaper
E. School and Community OP Id
Iter Means or way A A A r A,
r w D. d, N
n i_ i
11 Encourage the creation of school choirs,
musical groups and bands, and community
performing groups
12 Use Open Day approach to encourage
community visitations to school
1: Promote school-community related groups
such as Boy Scouts and Girl Guides,
Red Cross Cadet, Interact Club, Community
Youth Club, Road Safety Patrol, etc.
14 Arrange for students to study and work in
factories, firms or community organizations
during long vacations
15 Assist community groups in renting school
facilities or to provide appropriate school
data
16 Be courteous to people entering the school
building or phoning for information
.7 Publish a 'Year Book1
.8 Assign teachers to keep in touch with
past students•
9 Formation of alumni association
Suggestions Proposals:
ADDTMnTV
rnFDTMn i cttcd nr hiil-ctthmma tdc i
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Thank you very much for your help in returning the Questionnaire I, givi
wiiv-~r»- -I -v Ari.i-ju mninr -f miruni mi r i t i r i n r r-ti AnI r
The answers to Questionnaire I have been analysed and the results are she
riLiubeu ouiiuiidry jneeib uu wnilii i Mid m tAjjiajn a u i l.
The Total No. of Response means the no. of Principals who have answered
a particular item. 80 Principals gave answer to Item No. A 1; all 82
Principals gave answer to Item No. A 2. v
For Item No. A 1, 11.25% of the 80 Principals chose Aa, 27.50% A-j, 11.25%
A,j, 12.50% Af, and so on. The Sub-total at the end of Agree column is
the sum of (a Ai+ Aj+ Af), The second Sub-total is the sum of (i Y
Dd+ Df). The last column contains comments or remarks given in Questionnaii
I by some of the Principals.
Whether an item is retained or discarded depends on the percentage of
Principals who agreed on or disagreed, i.e. the difference between the two
sub-totals. There are three patterns-- clearly agreed on, clearly disagree!
and in-betweens. Items that are clearly agreed on are, for example, No. A 6
No. A 7 and B 10. Items that are clearly disagreed include No. B 6(c)-
have students make all announcement, No.B6(d), No. C 11- Rule with an
iron hand in a manner not to be questioned, No. C 19, C 37(k, 1, m),
D 9, D 12(d) E 14. These items have been discarded and therefore
missing (skipped) in Questionnaire II, but with the original item no.
being unchanged. The in-betweens include Item No. A 1, A 9, B 2, B 6(b),
B 13 and so on.
Items with an asterisk() are those which have been modified according
Taking the statistics shown and the commentsremarks given into consideration,
- you can answer Questionnaire II (whether you consider the item listed a, way or means






(1) Aa (agree in all respects, ie. important,desirable,
and feasible)
7 (2) A-; (agree, but not important)
j (3) Ajj (agree, but in some respects not desirable)
V (4) Af (agree, but seemingly not feasible)
(5) E (agree in principle, subject to availability of
auui Lionel I udtd or cxp lariat luny
(6) M (may agree, subject to appropriate modification
r (7) Di (disagree, because it is not important)
(8) D(j (disagree, because it is not desirable)Pi-( Hi r hno i ir n i+ ic n r tS J T V_ V.M U J W sv, l ~l i w 1 w
(10)N (no opinion because not in respondent's area of
interest or competence;
Please use the back of the sheet to supply information and suggestions,_ A-~ C ml -n n 3 1 c i£ f hnvn i c i nr nf f i r i on f Cnnra
Please return the completed Questionnaire II using the pre-addressed envelope
as soon as possible and not later than June 20, 1981. I beg to inform you that the
return sample so far has been quite representative statistically. But if you do notn a.•„ TT ,11 4- U r, 4- n.iArf-JArAA-I w,A T. 1 1 ho uirfr.rl
..• t~_ i•__ I»•_.. I I T„ T 1„ I. «c~ A X-
vnur parlv rpnlv.
A Wa V Mpnc; nf rnmmil ni r a t -i nn Ratwoori Mananamonf rnmmi f fon mA Q-P--P-
















Fstahl.i sh a npwl pf tpr tn all memhers nf fhp srhnnl rnmmunitv
Set up a consultative committee between staff representative?
anrl ma n ah
Manaaprs hold nprindir lunchpnns with stafi
1'-— -y
Assian convennrfsl amnnn staff for s n r i a 1 function
Recognition and coirsnendations to be given to any staff membe
for a inb well donp
Manaaers appear in school events and function
Show rnnrprn nver thp nersnnal wplfarp nf individual staff mpmhpr
Put staff's suggestions which are good and appropriate into
nnprafinn
Institute a 'Suaaestions Box1
Mananprs tn nndprstand thp nppds and wplfarp of staff member?
Further Suggestions Proposals:






Prnvide after school helo for student?
rnv»m a c ti iHpnt- nri nr i na 1 -1 ea rher advisnrv nrnun nn student affairs
----' i.-.—— i—— 1~
Encourage teachers to publish classroom 'newspapers' highlighting
r f i i4 nnf qrrnmnl i chmontc
Rernnni7p and rnmmend student contributions
Effective use of Bulletin Boards:
a) as a decoration
u S3 FFFTTTF Ac; n-H v-oHi sn-i nn you i owi nn a sner i a 1 toni C
r a c an i nrpnti up tn iUinrnVP
a ar-ne nn i nfnnma tinn tn students
U] 1WI U I J JV.IU MIU Vl v'~
~4-« A 4- W -f r v» f 1 l t AnH cpl f-PY nrP 1 fill
f) students' hroiects
B. Way Means of Communication Between School (Principal and faculty) and Students (Continued) o. 11 P?
I ten Means or way A
a
A C Af
F M D. De N Remarks Comments
B 6 Use of Public Address System:
a) assiqn a teacher in charae of the P.A. announcements
b) never use the P.A. system during class time except for extreme
emergencies such as fire drills, evacuations and the like
B 7 Establish 'daily bulletin1 system in which announcements are read
in the Form-Room period or the first period and then posted for
that day
B 8 Formation of Students' Association Council
B 9 Orientation Day for new students
B 10 Provide counselling services for jobs and further studies
B i:
'Form teacher1 periods in the time-table when form teacher and
students of his class hold discussion
B 12 Principal to know and attempt to know students by name
B 13' Principal to personally write reportsrecommendations on pupils,
with help from teachers concerned
B 14 Develop systems of pastoral care for pupils and allocate some
form of counselling role to some members of staff, specially
trained; and additional space in which they can work
B 15 Talk with students before andor after class
Further Suggestions Proposals:
C. Way Means of Communication Between Principal and Teaching Staff
C 1 Develop and utilize a profile sheet as a personal record for
everv teacher
C 2 Follow-up special events with short notes of congratulations
andor appreciation, with copies placed in the person's
permanent record file
C 3 Recognize teachers by commendation letter for involvement in
pytra-rurricular activities
C 4 Arrange for teachers, by adjusting the time-table, to caKe
in-service courses or to have further studies
C- Way Means of Communication Between Principal and Teachinq Staff (Continued)
O.II P.3
I tern






C 5 Take up teaching periods whenever possible when teachers are absent
C 6 Encourage teachers to join professional organizations, such as
Hong Kong Association for Science Mathematics Education,
concerning their discipline
C 7 Principal to up-date his knowledge
r. ft Seek to establish good morale
r q Make attitudes clear to the staff
C 10 Try out new ideas with the staff
C 12 Criticize poor workperformance in a constructive and tactful way
C 13 Assign staff members to particular tasks
C 14 Work with a plan and give clear-cut directions
C 15 Encourage the use of uniform procedure
C 15 Let staff members know what is expected of them
C 17 See to it that staff members are working up to capacity
C 1ft See to it that the work of staff members is co-ordinated
C 20 Find time to listen to staff members
C 21 Look out for the personal welfare of individual staff members
C 22 Willing to make changes
0 23 Make staff members feel at ease when talking with them
C 24 Encourage decisions and procedure that are the direct result of
interaction and deliberation by the staff members
r. 25 Let the staff members most directly concerned determine what
thev would do in given situations
C 26 Involve the staff in some discussions by appointing ad-hoc
committees and groups to study certain problems and to
reoort their findings
C 27 Distribute handbooks with all routine procedures to staff members
and see to it the procedures are carried out
Way Means of Communication Between Princinal and Teachina Staff (rnnti nupH) Q.11 P. 4











Principal sets an example by the degree of his own commitment
Make sure that teaching materials and supplies required by
teachers are readily available for use
Orientation for new teachers
Principal to assist teachers by
a) aivina encouraqement and quidance
h) mainfainina rpaular contacts
c) ensuring panel chairman or senior staff to help teachers
of their sub.iects
d) holding regular (monthly or bimonthly) staff meetings
e) organizing courses or seminars in school
fj cultivating a scholastic atmosphere inside the school
g) helping teachers build up a sense of belonging
Institute a staff common room where Principal and teachers
can talk freely over a cup of tea
Join staff social functions which are recreational
Set up committee(s) for timetabling for subjects, teachers and
extra-curricular activities
Principal to delegate such tasks he is not competent to perform
well, with reference to the particular competence and skills
of staff members
Pastoral work amongst the staff- know something of their
personal problems, watching for signs of strain and doing
something about it
Decision on the following to be made by Principal and senior
staff after consultation with staff:
al which ;uhiprt(s) a teacher will teach
b) which class(es) a teacher will take
c) no. of neriods Der cycleweek assigned to each subject
d) amount and frequency of homework
e) methods of evaluating and recording pupils progress
f) teaching syllabus
g) teaching methods
h) pupil rewards and punishment
i) class organization (e.g. mixed ability or streaming;
• jjgy. Means of Communication Between Principal and Teachina Staff (continuedl Q. 11 P. 5
r+ nm
Wav or Means A, At Ah Af F M Di Dd Df M Comments remarks
r Q7
Decision on the following to be made by Principal and senior
staff after consultation with staff:
i) allocation of fundresnurrps
r Aft
mmmxm»—wui.-y if
To cultivate a scholastic atmosphere inside the school:
a) pass on information to and encourage teachers to take in-
;prvi rp nr ovt ra-murp 1 rnnrcoc
b) ask teachers t.n oive rennrt after affpnHinn surh rnnrcoc~ Z~=LH- .1' r p W I u, u
r) intrnHiire new hnnlc to tosrhorc
— f--_..___
d) circulate newspaper cuttings on educational issues amongst
teachers
re) invite quests to give special talks on educational issues• t—- j i v~~
f) hold regular seminarsrefresher courses related to teaching
nvnf qc c t nn
pi J i o o i kj 11
g) establish a special staff library
Further suggestionProposals:











Pre-addressed cards with special columns for parents to give
ideas or to ask Questions concernina school
A nnrkpf-si7p calendar of school events to narents
A steady flow of information in the form of newsletter going
home, reqardina special functions and interesting activities.
Keep parents informed of the supportive services (e.g. coun-
coil-inn coniro1 hainn norpivprl hv Q fnripnf c:
DeveloD a svstem of home contacts
Tncfitiito p cnnnoctinnQ hny
Arrange parent-teacher-student talent shows
Set up a listeners' team among teachers to receive feedback
from narpnfs
Dhnnn ral 1 c +rv nontc
D. Way Means of Communication Between School and Parents (continued) Q. 11 P. 6





Formation of a properly managed Parent-Teacher Association
When handling complaints from parents:
_ a) arrange for a conference with the parent concerned
b) use a specially designed sheet to evaluate the achievement
of the conference
c) use warm and friendly greetings but be firm in decision
Orientation day for parents of new students
Devise and utilize student handbook
Further suggestionsproposals:











News releases on school events
A committee be set up and assigned the task of planning for .school
involvement in community services
Sending students to help in flag days of charitable organizations
Formation of social services groups
Invite community people to school as guest speakers
A pocket-size calendar with school information to outsiders
Publish a School Newspaper
Link with community people in career activities
Co-operating with community groups in certain campaigns such as
Fiaht Crime. Clean Hona Kong, Anti-Drug etc.
Contribute regularly (weekly or monthly) news article, written
by students, in the local newspaper
Way Means of Communication Between School and Community (continued!
Q. il P. 7
Item Wav or Means
Aa A, ah 0 E M D.I Dd
MIN Commentsremarks
F 1 1
Encourage the creation of school choirs, musical groups and bands,
and community oerformina arouns
F 1? Use Open Day approach to encourage community visitations to school
F i g Promote school-community related groups such as Boy Scouts and
Girl Guides, Red Cross Cadet, Interact Club, Community Youth Club,
Road Safety Patrol, etc.
E 15 Assist community groups:
a) in renting school facilities
b) to provide appropriate school data which are not confidential
E 16 i Be courteous to people entering the school building or phoning
-F r i f n nn
F 17 Pnhlish a Year Rnnk
F 18 Ass inn teachers to keen in touch with Dast students
F 1 Q Fnrmafinn nf allimni assnriafinn
Further suggestionsproposals:
Items that have been reworded or modified.
APPENDIX 5
COVERING LETTER OF QUESTIONNAIRE III
Chu Fu Yau, Dominic,
St. Francis of Assisi's College.
221, Nam Cheong Street,




Thank you very much for your help in returning the previous two Questionnaires
at a time when Principals are the busiest.
The answers to Questionnaire II have been analysed and it is found that for
most of the items, a 'consensus1 has been reached. Many of them are agreed on by
more than 90% of the Principals, though some are agreed on by more than 70% only.
There are several items which are considered to be 'in-between'. They are now put
into Questionnaire III (only 1 page). The percentage of responses to these items
together with the commentsremarks given are put in the enclosed Summary Table (2
pages) for your reference.
Taking into consideration the statistics and the comments remarks given,
please answer Questionnaire III which is the Final Round. Please put a y at
the appropriate column according to the following code:
(1) A (agree in all respects, i.e. important, desirable,
and feasible)
Agree (2) A-j (agree, but not important)
(3) A (agree, but in some respects not desirable)
(4) Af (agree, but seemingly not feasible)
Disagree
(5) D-j (disagree, because it is not important)
(6) Dd (disagree, because it is not desirable)
(7) Df (disagree, because it is not feasible)
No Opinior (8) N (not opinion because not in respondent's area of
interest or comnetence)
Since the deadline for my study is 14th July, 1981, I should be grateful if
you could return the completed Questionnaire III (using the self-addressed envelope)
as soon as possible and not later than 9th July, 1981. If you do not return
Questionnaire III all previous effort will be wasted.
Thank you once again for you kind attention and continued help. I look forward
to your early reply.
Ynnrc: cinrprplu
Phii Fii_ Van nnmi m' r
P.S. If the study is finished a copy will be sent to you as soon as possible.
Ones r. i onna i rp [II P 1




Mf n, Dh Df M ppmarit'C nr rnmmorrc
establish a system (e.g. using newsletter, circulars or bulletin
board so on) so that information can be nassed on to the tparhercf———— 1
Manaaprs ho r! nprinrlir lunrhpnnc with ctff
Institute a 'Suggestions Box1 for teachers to put forward sugges¬
tion.
To provide teaching staff with opportunities to meet and discuss
; matters with the management.
WayMeans of Communication Between School (Principal faculty) and Students:
Establish 'daily bulletin' svstem in which announcements are madeJ V
and then posted for that dav
Talk to the whole school in assembly as often as possible
WavMeans of Communication Between Principal and Teaching Staff:
Decision on the following to be made by Principal and senior
staff after consultation with staff:
j) allocation of fundresources
WayMeans of Communication Between School and Parents:
Institute a suggestions box for parents to give suggestions to
the Principal
Arrange parent-teacher-student talent show on special occasions
WavMeans of Communication Between School and Community:
r
o A leaflet or pocket-size calendar with general school information
to outsiders




LIST OF SCHOOLS WHOSE PRINCIPALS RETURNED THE QUESTIONNAIRES
I. Protestant Schools
l.Carmel English School
2. Concordia Lutheran School
3. C.C.C. Kwei Wah Shan College
4. C.C.C. Mong Man Wai College
5. Diocesan Girls' School
6. Gertrude Simon Lutheran College
7. Heep Woh College
8. Kei Chi Middle School
9. Kung Lee College
10. Methodist College
11. Ming Kei College
12. Ming Yin College
13. Pooi Tun Secondary School
14. St. Benedict's Secondary School
15. SKH Kei Hau Secondary School
16. St. Simon's Lui Ming Choi Secondary Technical School
17. St. Stephen's College
18. Sheng Kung Hui Tang Shiu Kin Secondary School
19. The William Booth Secondary School
20. Ying Wa College
21. YWCA Hioe Tjo Yoeng College
II. Catholic Schools
1. Chan Sui Ki (La Salle) College
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2 . Cheung Sha Wan Catholic SecondarySchool
3 . Choi Hung Estate Catholic SecondarySchool
4 . Good Hope School
5 . Holy Trinity College
6 . Hong Kong Tang King Po College
7 . Kit Sum Middle School
8 . f • 1 aryknoll TechnicalSecondarySchool
9 . Marden FoundationCaritas PrevocationalSchool , Tuen Mun
10 . Nam Wah Middle School
11 . NewmanCollege
12 . Ng Wah College
13 . Our lady of the Rosary College
14 . Po Chiu College
15 . Pope Paul VI College
16 . Precious Blood Girls ' Middle School
17 . Pui Shing Middle School
18 . RaimondiCollege
19 . St . Francis CanossianCollege
20 . St . FrancisXavier ' s College
21 . St . FrancisXavier ' s School, Tsuen Wan
22 . Caritas St . Godfrey PrevocationalSchool
23 . St . Joseph' s Anglo - ChineseSchool
24 . St . Joseph' s College
25 . Caritas St . Joseph ' s PrevocationalSchool
26 . St . Joan of Arc School
27 . St . Louis School
28 . St . Marqaret' s College
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29. St. Mary's Canossian College
30. St. Paul's Secondary School
31. St. Peter's Secondary School
32. St. Rose of Lima's School
33. ST. Teresa Secondary School
34. Shung Tak Catholic English School
35. Sing Yin Secondary School
36. DMHC Siu Ming Catholic Secondary School
37. Tak Oi Secondary School
38. Tack Ching Girls' School
39. Valtorta College
40. Wah Yan College
41. Yu Chun Keung Memorial College
42. Lai King Catholic Secondary School
III. Schools of Voluntary Organizations
1. Cheung Ch'ak Shan College
2. C.M.A. Prevocational School
3. Helen Liang Memorial School
4. H.K. Chinese Women's Club College
5. Kowloon Tong School
6. Lung Kong World Federation School Limited Lau Wong Fat
Secondary School
7. Mo Shat Middle School
8. New Asia Middle School
9. Ng Yuk Secondary School
10. Po On Commercial Association Wong Siu Ching Secondary School
* government school
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11 . San Wui CommercialSocietyof H . K . Chan Pak Sha School
12 . STFA Lee Shau Kee College
13 . Shun Tak Fraternal AssociationSeaward Woo College
14 . Shun Tak Fraternal AssociationTam Pak Yu College
15 . The Assn . of DirectorsFormer Directorsof Pok Oi
Hospital Limited Leung Sing Tak College
16 . The H . K . Sze Yap C I Assn . WongTai Shan Mem . College
17 . TWGHs Chen Zao Men College
18 . Wong Shiu Chi Middle School
iV . Buddhist, Taoist , Confucian, and Islamic Schools
1 . Buddhist Sum Heung Lam Memorial College
2 . BuddhistWong Fung Ling College
3 . Buddhist Yip Kei Nam Memorial College
4 . ConfucianTai Shing School
5 . Ho Fung College
6 . Ho Lap College
7 . H . K . TaoistAssn . The Yuen Yuen InstituteNo . I
Secondary School
8 . Islamic College


